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Surface treatments. What, why, how.

Surface treatments of plastic are ordinary procedures in the packaging industry.
They improve wettability leading to proper adhesion of paints, inks, coats, etc.

The surface energy of the polymer must be changed! Solutions for plastic surface
treatments:
• corona treatments
• plasma treatments
• others …

Poor adhesion is common problem in polymers, which possess non-polar or low
surface energies that make them unresponsive to printing, bonding, coating, etc.



Wettability and contact angle

Wettability refers to the ability of a liquid to 
spread out completely on the flat and 
horizontal surface of a solid.

Contact angle is the angle q formed between
the surface and the line tangent to the edge of 
the drop of the liquid deposited on it.

Lower is the contact angle, higher is the wettability!

• Total wetting: the liquid has a strong affinity for the 
solid ➞ the contact angle approaches 0° and the liquid
is completely "spread out".
• Partial wetting or non-wetting: the liquid has a low or 

no-affinity for the solid ➞ the contact angle 
approaches 180° and the liquid forms drops.

Poor wetting Excellent wetting

q q q



Wettability, surface tension and surface energy

When a liquid is deposited on the surface of a solid material, the two materials’ 
molecules interact one with another: wettability is related to the forces acting on the 
drop of liquid from the surface: strong
forces pull hard on the liquid, causing
it to wet out. 

The way in which the solid reacts to 
different liquid substances strongly depends
on the surface tension of the liquid and on 
the surface free energy of the solid.



Surface tension and surface free energy

Surface tension is the elastic tendency of a fluid surface which makes it acquires
the least surface area possible.

A paper clip 
can float in a 
glass of water 
➞ surface
tension
dominating on 
gravitational
force!

Some effects of surface tension

Rain water drops are 
spherical!

Surface free energy is the same thing as the surface tension, but it is referred to solids!



Wettability, surface tension and surface energy

When a liquid is deposited on the surface of a solid material, the two materials’ 
molecules interact one with another: wettability is related to the forces acting on the 
drop of liquid from the surface: strong forces
pull hard on the liquid, causing it to wet out. 

The way in which the solid reacts to different liquid
substances strongly depends on the surface tension of 
the liquid and on the surface free energy of the solid.

Both the surface free energy and the surface tension are attractive forces what holds a 
substance together into a cohesive form.
We usually use surface tension when referring to liquids and surface energy when
referring to solids, but in reality they are the same thing.



Wettability and surface energy

Surface treatments of plastic substrates
increse their surface energy.

High surface energy pulls hard on the 
liquid, causing it to wet out.



The relationship between surface tension, 
surface energy and contact angle of the liquid, 

solid, and liquid-solid interface

(tension)



Surface free energy of some common polymers 
vs surface tension of some liquid formulations

For good wettability, the polymer surfaceenergy must be atleast 10 mN/m higher than the surface tension of the liquid that youwant to apply!
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